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INTRODUCTION

WHAT ARE CASE STUDIES
Case Studies aim to set out thinking, briefing or possible forward action
on a specific topic or question. They provide in-depth information and
can outline ways to tackle issues. This Case Study has been prepared by
A+DS.
WHAT IS THIS CASE STUDY ABOUT?
This case study has been informed by Delivering Better Places, a
collaborative publication from The Scottish Centre for Regeneration, the
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors Scotland and Architecture and
Design Scotland, who worked with the University of Glasgow to create
a good practice guide. The guide helps public, private and community
stakeholders identify good practice and improve their understanding of
delivering better places.
Delivering Better Places, S Gov, 2011

This case study provides a visual analysis of the Allerton Bywater
development, presenting text from the Delivering Better Places analysis
of the development alongside images which illustrate the findings.
The objective of this case study is to provide a visual tool to highlight
elements of successful developments from around Europe, to help
inspire the delivery of better places for Scotland.
The images within this case study have been selected from the Steve
Tiesdell Legacy Collection, which can be accessed in full on flickr.

ALLERTON BYWATER LOCATION / MASTERPLAN

Site Location

Masterplan

SUMMARY PROFILE

Following closure of Allerton Colliery in 1992, English Partnerships
inherited the site from other public agencies and was charged with
redeveloping the site.
In 1998 Deputy Prime Minister, John Prescott, announced Allerton
as the second Millennium Community project – committing the
Government to ensuring the development project happened.
A developer-designer masterplan competition was held in 1998 and an
exclusive development agreement was made with two housebuilders,
but, for various reasons, subsequent progress was slow.
In 2002-3, English Partnerships also took a more hands-on role in the
project. Subsequently, following a series of EDAW-run workshops, a
design code was developed and development began in 2005. The first
two phases are well established and it had become a popular place to
buy. A third phase is presently on site and is substantially complete.
The place delivery process at Allerton is relevant to Scotland in terms
of being a brownfield site in less favoured development market areas.
Allerton shows how a public land developer can reduce project risk,
make development more feasible and catalyse interest from developers.
It also shows how the construction of an attractive (but realisticallypriced) place in a previously-declining area can draw people back to live
there and help reverse decline.

DISTINCT IDENTITY

Does the place have a distinct
identity? Yes – three-storey
housing, relatively small plots,
terraced housing, cars parked
within street blocks, give the
development a more urban
character. The home zones within
the housing are a distinctive
element.

SAFE AND PLEASANT

Does the place have spaces
that are safe and pleasant?
Yes – consistent use of street
blocks with public fronts and
private blocks means streets are
overlooked and surveyed by ‘eyeson-the-street’. The perimeter block
layout establishes a clear front/
back distinction and provides
doorways and windows onto the
public areas.

EASY TO MOVE AROUND

Is the place easy to move around (especially on foot) (‘permeable’)?
Yes – the consistent use of block structure makes the street pattern very
legible. The extensive use of home zones makes the development easy
to move around.

SENSE OF WELCOME

Does the place make visitors feel sense-of-welcome? Yes – though quiet during the day, apart from opening
and closing times of the school. Neighbourhood presently lacks amenities. Central square has been laid out
and public realm installed, but no development around it yet.

ADAPTABLE

Will the place adapt easily to changing circumstances (‘robust’)? Houses are low-rise and could be converted
to other uses. Houses have small gardens, and thus opportunities for extensions are relatively limited.

RESOURCE EFFICIENT

Does the place make good use of
scarce resources (‘sustainable’)?
All housing achieves EcoHomes
‘Excellent’ standard. Development
appears quite car dependent –
bus routes/stops are clear and
convenient; intensity of buses
and bus usage may increase
over time. Commercial spaces
have been developed and
amenities exist within the existing
village. Elements of mixed use
development are in the pipeline.

Project Information
LOCATION:
PROJECT CONTEXT:
PROJECT TYPE:
RATIONALE:

Six miles south east of Leeds, near Castleford, West Yorkshire.
Extension of village/brownfield
Transformation
‘Something better’ than conventional suburban development – design
practice and environmental exemplar.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION:
The project comprises approximately 520 residential units, plus 25,000 m2 of
commercial space, on a 23-ha site.
PLACE PROMOTER:
English Partnerships (HCA).
LAND OWNERSHIP:
Former colliery site – colliery closed in 1992. English Partnerships (now HCA)
‘inherited’ site from the National Coal Board.
DELIVERY METHOD:
Advance infrastructure and land release in parcels based on a masterplan,
with development undertaken by multiple developers in accordance
with a detailed design code. English Partnerships is the land developer and
has provided advanced primary physical infrastructure and is selling serviced
land parcels to housebuilders, who must comply with the requirements of a
design code. Land release is controlled to ensure coherent development.
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME: The first development was completed in 2005. The first two phases are
complete; the third one is presently on site and is nearing completion.
The project is about 45% complete, but continuing development has been
affected by the recent recession.
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